
I wish that I had a This imaginative lack of  
net wholeness 
strong enough to that cannot shape you 
catch physically 
the weight but binds you in all 
of fractured consciousness the wrong places  
that holds the intuitively 
negative energy of  
instability  
reminding you of emptiness 
 
That suffocates You are more than the  
your ability to chemical imbalances that  
breathe in your own skin, define 
this body, your mental illnesses 
these cells you’re forced to be Because our 
in sync with lost souls have traveled well  

Beyond it
In a world our minds have  
dissociated with 

  
I hope that something  
inside of you reminds you  
that this feeling does not last  
forever.  
 

Forever,  
only further defies  
an existing abstract  
that is  
undefined  
by our lack of  
true understanding of what  
time  
is, this subjective destination,  
this construct of our  
imaginative dimensions  
where forever  
defines the  
depth of human consciousness 

 
 



But, this feeling that you’re feeling  
is the pressure of things that  
haven’t happened yet 
We’re anxious about something  
we can’t quite capture yet  
Somehow  
rejecting something we can’t control  
seems simpler  
but I can see you  
sinking  
in the whiteness of your eyes  
that swear this is the end of your  
“time”  
but tells me you’re  
still in no place to be so sure about  
what time is… 
 
This “space” 
we’re traveling in that is  
obstructing your sense of free consciousness,  
and willingness  
But in this dedicated  
personal space, 
If I stare into you  
long enough, 
I hope to capture you in the  
exhales of the  
breaths you count to ground you 
 

That’ll reach you with  
intentions  
that are genuine and pure 
for  
interpreting a love 
that accepts  
anything 
nontraditional 

 
 
because i know what it feels like to be misunderstood  

 
To be questioned 
about questions  
you’ve questioned about yourself  
is the worst thing for someone already so  



disconnected  
from themselves and this concept of  
wholeness, 
because we can’t be sure that’s  
how we feel when we’re not given the  
proper space to process it 
 

I would use anything  
I felt confident in  
securing the  
weight of your beauty  
disguised as tragedies  
whether that be  
showering you in 
words of affirmation,  
gifts,  
or physical touch 
to remind you that 
we’re in the same 
reality  

 
They say when you look at a star,  
you’re looking at it from its past because by the time light travels  
It’s already dead 
And that’s what gives me hope about our destiny 
This journey,  
that cannot be understood by the  
limits of  
constructed mindlessness  
 

I’d love to get more lost with you  
when you feel confident enough to  
let me hold your hand in  
space travel between here and there 
Because the trust I have in you  
is what I use  
to believe in myself 
And let you lead the way  

 
This is why I could never  
take a step back to 
evaluate myself or  
identify what is best for my  
well being  
without remaining conscious to the  



well being of my other  
Parts 

 
I cannot take care of myself  
while my soulmates are not  
in touch with love themselves and  
that is why my wholeness  
and meaning of consciousness is  
inspired by my thankfulness to admire  
those who guide me to  
finding souls  
that have been  
lost in the holes of my  
flower pot  

 
and in time that is what  
our soulmates are meant for 
 
The evolution of consciousness is a  
theory of reincarnation that  
takes place when two souls connect 
And just as the stars still shine after death, 
we cannot be so naive to get  
trapped in this  
theory of time that exists  
to limit our creative escapes  
to become  
more than time ever allowed us to be 
 


